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Castine announces integrated “C3” suite for broker dealers
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RIDGEWOOD, NJ, June 24, 2018
Institutional broker dealers have a unique struggle. Most are IT-heavy companies where generations of
technology acquired or built over decades are simply not flexible enough to generate the necessary insight to
make informed decisions on how to better serve their clients and optimize profitability.
At the same time, brokers struggle to provide actionable information to their team members (e.g. management,
sales, research) that need it. Often, the information exists, but is buried in the depths of their existing
infrastructure and can’t be accessed in a timely manner. Finally, brokers are rebelling against the financial and
resource costs of supporting what is essentially utility infrastructure.
Castine announces its integrated C3 suite to address these problems.
C3 is a modular suite of solutions providing deep functional expertise in a variety of key areas –






Compensation management for traders/reps,
Execution rate card visualization,
CSA management,
Research pricing, usage tracking, invoicing, and revenue attribution, and
Compliance.

Much more importantly, these solutions gather information from a broker’s discrete data sources (for example,
clearing files, OMS, accounting systems, CRMs) on client research and trading activity (and associated expenses)
in a single database, with tools to enable reporting and analysis to generate accurate understandings of
profitability, trends, etc. by client, client tiers, regions, etc. that provide insight into how to optimally serve
these clients and optimize profitable operation.
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Castine’s C3 platform was recently described by a Bulge Bracket firm as a "visualization layer" that allows the
firm to understand, both summarily and in-depth, what services clients are using (research, trading, etc.), the
associated profitability of those relationships (in summary, by service/transaction type, etc.) and to make that
information available to the client-facing teams, their managers and executive management, so that they can
work with clients on an informed basis.
Castine C3 currently serves a wide range of institutional broker dealers to help them gain a clear and compelling
picture of their client relationships, their associated value to the firm, and identify areas for profitable growth.

About Castine
The Castine C3 platform of integrated modules lets clients focus on specific areas where gains can be quickly
realized with the confidence that the suite can grow as their needs change.
Modules include compliance; commission management, research consumption, pricing, and reviews; trader and
adviser compensation.
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